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BEST PRACTICES FOR COLLECTING FINES AND COSTS
David C. Spridgeon
Abstract
This project focused on the best practices for collecting fines and costs. Since
the Findlay Municipal Court is in Ohio, the research needed to be tailored to fit within its
jurisdictional venue.

The project explored regional best practices in an effort to

maximize collections with the court.
Since 2014, increased jail costs have been passed on to defendants as a court
cost. This shift has caused the amount of debt owed to the court to rise dramatically.
Fines and costs collections have not risen at the same rate as the debt. The court has
in the past used hearings in an effort to collect, but changed course and began using a
third party collection agency in 2010. The agency adds 30% to the current debt owed
by defendants which in turn increases the total debt owed.
This project can positively affect the collection process for the court. It is intended to
bring all staff together in an effort to send a clear, defined set of expectations for
defendants to take care of the financial aspect of their debt to society. Two questions
were sought to be answered:
 Is the court performing as well as it can and if not, what needs changed?
 Are we attempting to collect fines and costs in a legal manner?
The literature review revealed that there is really no magic to collecting at a higher
rate. The answers lie within the defendant’s ability to pay and the court’s ability to
convey to defendants what the expectations are along with the consequences of not
adhering to those expectations.
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The data gathering focused on how Findlay and four other courts performed in
collections. Interviews were held with court staff in each court in an attempt to glean
any information or commonality that would assist in bettering collection efforts.

An

interview was held with the author of the Ohio Supreme Court’s bench card (see
Appendix D) that is used to collect fines and costs.

Lastly, an interview with the

Attorney General’s Office was conducted to determine its possible role in the project.
Findings in the project were not surprising. Again, there really is no magic bullet
when it comes to increasing the collection rate in a court.

It was determined that

returning to basics and using all the available tools to do so is what really mattered.
Courts that make collections a priority and are consistent in their efforts are rewarded
with better rates.
Nine conclusions and recommendations are revealed as a result of this project.
The recommendations are specific to the state of Ohio due to constraints of the Revised
Code (see Appendix E). Each recommendation brings forth a common theme: There is
an expectation of payment at time of sentencing and any deviation of that expectation
must be tracked and answered for in all steps of the process. Lastly, there must be a
“top down” commitment from Judge to Deputy Clerk if a court intends to be successful
in advancing collection rates. It is my belief that these recommendations must work in
tandem. Standing alone will not produce the affect the court desires.
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Introduction
The collection of Fines and Costs in the Findlay Municipal Court is challenging.
The court currently has just over nine million dollars outstanding to date. In a court of
this size, it warrants analyzing past methods of collection as well as the current. In the
past, the court appeared to have collected more when Fines and Costs hearings were
held with Probation Officers. In 2010, the hearings were stopped and a third party
collection agency was hired. At first, collections appeared to increase. Over time, that
has decreased and results are below pre-hiring of the collection agency for collection
rate.
In 2014, the Hancock County Commissioners increased jail fees from $55 a day
to $84 a day. The City of Findlay contracts the use of the jail through the
Commissioners. In response, the leadership of the Findlay Municipal Court has chosen
to add jail fees to the cost of convicted defendants.

This addition has caused a

dramatic increase in the past due amounts. Doing the math, a 30 day incarceration
equals an additional $2,520 in costs that a defendant may not have had in the past. This
is important to work on as the community is due its fine money for the laws the
defendants break, the court and City of Findlay needs to collect the costs in order to
offset expenses for Justice in the court. The objective of this paper is to not solve the
problem, rather improve the issue by analyzing this court and similar Ohio Municipal
courts operations to determine two things: 1 – Is the court performing as well as it can
and if not, what needs to change? 2 – Is what this court is doing to collect legal (fines
and fees?) in the state of Ohio? Neither does this project address the ongoing national
debate about the increases in fines and fees assigned by legislatures that are seen as
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making judgments harder for defendants to satisfy. Instead, the bottom line goal of this
project is to improve the effective, measurable, legal and cost effective collections of
fines and costs in the Findlay Municipal Court and hope to find other such courts taking
advantage of this research to improve their operations.
The Findlay Municipal Court is situated in the City of Findlay, Hancock County
Ohio. By state Statute, County courts and Municipal courts provide the same functions,
assigned to the jurisdictional area that they serve. Findlay Municipal Court serves all of
Hancock County except Washington Township. Within the County, it serves the City of
Findlay, Villages of Vanlue, Mt. Blanchard, Arlington, Mt. Cory, Rawson, Part of Bluffton,
Benton Ridge, Van Buren, and McComb.

The court was created by Ohio Legislature

on May 17, 1955 by passage of Amended Substitute House Bill 504. In 1993, the Ohio
119th General Assembly passed Senate Bill 371, which authorized the election of a
second Judge to the court (Findlay Municipal Court Handbook, 2011, p. 2).
The court is served by two full-time Judges, the Honorable Robert A. Fry, and
Administrative Judge the Honorable Jonathan P. Starn.

Two part-time Magistrates

assist the Judges. The court has a support staff of 17 employees fulfilling roles of
Deputy Clerks, Probation Officers and Bailiffs. The court adjudicates civil, small claims,
criminal, and traffic cases.
The population of the City of Findlay during the last census in 2010 was 41,202.
Hancock County in total in 2010 stood at 74,782. The court serves 70,342 residents as
the approximately 4,440 people living in Washington Township that is served by another
jurisdiction are excluded from the total.
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The court’s jurisdiction has major highways that run through it. Interstate 75
traverses the entirety of the center of the jurisdiction, connecting it to large cities such
as Toledo, Lima, Dayton, and Cincinnati, Ohio. State Route 15 is a connection to the
State Capitol, Columbus, Ohio. U.S. Highway 30 is an east/west 4 lane highway that
connections Findlay to the state of Indiana. U.S. Highway 224 connects it to Tiffin, Ohio
and State Route 12 connects the court to Fostoria, Ohio. These highways not only
affect the court’s overall business, but its ability to collect financial judgments on a
population that may be just passing through.
Figure 1. Findlay Municipal Court Jurisdiction

The average yearly caseloads within the court the past six years were 10,813
traffic cases, 1,896 criminal cases and 2,039 civil cases. Small claims cases averaged
1,230 and the average yearly monetary distribution of those cases was $3,333,231.00
(Beach 2012).
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Literature Review
The collection of Fines and costs within the traffic and criminal division of the
Findlay Municipal Court needs examination. In meeting with court Leadership, it was
discovered that there is a “general idea” of how well the court collects, but no empirical
data has ever been extracted to make certain it is being done well enough. There is an
increased expectation from the public that all government operations, including those of
the courts, should be efficient, accountable, and cost-effective (Klaversma, 2009, p. 1).

Collection Templates, Tools and Techniques

Collection of fines, fees and forfeitures has been seriously on the minds of court
administrators for the past seventy years. One of the first contemporary studies was
performed by Karen Wick in in examining delinquent traffic payments (Wick, 1988).
Since then there have been scores of studies dealing with the phenomenon of failure to
pay (FTP). Some of the more recent ones have attempted to create templates for
effective collection practices.
In “Compliance with Judicial Orders: Methods of Collections and Enforcing
Monetary Sanctions”, (1991) Lynch, Brian, Brosseau, and Cole addressed the issue by
determining that in Virginia, the collection policies fell into three categories: 1- Those
requiring immediate payment, 2- Those allowing for deferred or installment payments,
and 3- Matters of indigence. Within those three categories, the authors gave attention to
the resources required, the problems with each approach and management
considerations that need addressed. The second part of their research focused on
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collection techniques including computerized records, telemarketing and the use of
private collection agencies.
“Current Practices in Collecting Fines and Fees in state courts: A Handbook of
Collection Issues and Solutions, Second edition” yields highly valuable information such
as attributes of a successful collections environment, designing a court collection
program, combining internal and external resources, payment options, payment
alternatives, coercive enforcement measures, and use of technology (Klaversma, 2009).
Nielson and Ard in their publication “Use of Workflow Automation and Other
Technologies to Improve Compliance and Collections of Court Ordered Penalties”,
2009; Claim that “lack of compliance in paying court fines and fees denies a jurisdiction
revenue and, more importantly, calls into question the authority and effectiveness of the
court and justice system” (Nielson, 2009).
Judge John T. Rohrs III of Defiance Ohio Municipal court has created a bench
card that addresses the collection of fines and court costs. His experience lies in the
enforcement of Ohio Revised Code 2947.14 (see Appendix E) which gives the authority
to collect to the courts. The bench card is a quick reference guide for Judges that
includes a guide for enforcing fines by imposing jail time, imposing court costs,
limitations of contempt, and allocation of court costs, fines, restitution and
reimbursements. It summarizes the permitted and non-permitted methods of collecting
fines and costs.

Included in the document are alternatives for cancellation and

discharge, community service as payment and a community service schedule of served
hours limitations.
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“Evaluating Collection Practices in Small-Volume Texas Municipal Courts”, as
researched by Bonnie Townsend (2012), has some invaluable information from which
conclusions can be drawn. Townsend’s conclusions are similar to those of this paper as
the courts researched are similar in size to the Findlay Municipal Court. She concluded
that there needs to be staff dedicated to collections, the use of an application for an
extension of time to pay and the defendant’s information being verified by staff.
The National Center for State Courts report regarding a “Study of the
Effectiveness of Collections in the Florida Courts”, Raaen, Matthias, and Kim, 2012
contains information in which collected data is broken down by need and
recommendations made to increase the effectiveness of collections in those courts.
The study lists the key elements of an effective collection program, including:










Judicial and administrative support
Clear roles and lines of responsibility
Short time periods for compliance
Clear expectations for compliance
Establishment and adherence to procedures
Goals and performance monitoring
Immediate responses to non-compliance
Using a range of effective sanctions
Communication between clerks, judges, and other stakeholders

This research included a survey of clerks who, among other things noted some
significant barriers to success of collection programs.

Clerks participating in the survey were asked to identify what
they perceive as various barriers to success. Their responses
indicated that greater coordination is needed between clerks
and judges, and with other criminal justice agencies, in
particular state and county probation. More robust information
systems are needed in some jurisdictions to improve the
efficiency of collection management and enforcement. The
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responses also show that some jurisdictions have unique
problems. One clerk reported that over 30 percent of the
county criminal cases involve homeless individuals. Many
counties have large migrant populations that pose unique
challenges (Raaen, Matthias and Kim, 2012, pp.2-3.).
Some 20 recommendations were produced by this research including development of
strategies such as:









Consistent assessment practices
Consistent enforcement practices
Local collection policy work groups
Local pilot programs
Court collection plans
Write-off standards
Fine amnesty programs
Credit Bureau referrals.

Additionally, the study recommended a set of important collection tools such as:







Payment plans as a condition of probation
Non-renewal of vehicle registration for failure to pay
Garnishment
Deny applications for professional licenses
Prison account sweeps
Denial of recreational licenses.

The full set of recommendations in this report make an excellent checklist for use in
evaluating any court’s collection efforts.
Past research by Laura Klaversma, 2009, indicates the states of Texas, Arizona,
Michigan and California appear to excel in collections. Outlined below is what she
found:
Texas:




Expectation that obligations are due at the time of sentencing or pleading.
Defendants unable to pay complete an application for extension.
Payments plan are established for those who qualify for extension.
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Alternative enforcement options available for those who do not qualify.
Close monitoring for compliance.
Prompt action for non-compliance.

Arizona:









Reminder Notices.
Delinquency notices.
Web based and IVR credit card payments.
Electronic skip tracing.
State tax intercept program.
Vehicle registration holds.
Credit Bureau reporting.
Outbound phone calls.

Michigan:





Orders to remit prisoner funds.
Delinquency notification software.
Show cause process.
Court ordered wage assignments.

California:

















Issue monthly billing statements.
Make telephone contact with debtor.
Issue warning letters.
Request credit reports to assist in locating debtors.
Access employment development department
Generate monthly delinquent reports.
Participate in tax intercept program.
Use Dept. of Motor Vehicles information to locate debtors.
Use wage and bank account garnishments.
File liens on real property and proceeds of sale.
File claims of objection in bankruptcy.
Coordinate with probation department to locate debtors.
Suspend driver’s licenses.
Accept credit card payments.
Participate in court ordered debt programs
Contract with private debt collectors.

The duplication seen here with the results of the Florida study shows what appears to
be an increasing consensus on the menu of tools available to courts.
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The Ohio Attorney General’s Office has a program (see Appendix C) to enhance
collection of fines and costs that includes some of the methods described above. The
Findlay Municipal Court has not utilized this program.

However, interviews with their

staff yield some pertinent methods that may be useful to the court. The program lays out
some important debt collection business rules including the ability to attach gambling
winnings and state tax refunds.
Atlanta Municipal Court judge Gary Jackson took a practical approach to collections
in “Collecting Delinquent Fines” (Jackson, 2011). Judge Jackson stated he is guided by
three things:
(a) You can get a judgment some of the time;
(b) You can collect some judgments all of the time;
(c) You cannot collect every judgment all of the time.
The Judge continues his discussion by laying out several options that are legal within
the state of Georgia, but can be applicable in other states and courts. He mentions the
use of a Writ of Execution, liens, driver license suspensions, garnishments of wages
and bank accounts, third party collections, and seizure of state tax refunds.
Comparative Collection Results
Although there is widespread interest in the collections problem there have been
no comprehensive studies of the magnitude of the collections problem or national
trends. However, there have been numerous studies of individual jurisdictions that can
assist in identifying the results courts are getting, supplementing the research of this
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project and providing the Findlay Municipal Court with additional information for
answering the “How well are we doing?” question.
According to a recent NPR News investigation, 48 states have recently increased
criminal and civil fees, added new ones or both.
The number of Americans with unpaid fines and fees is
massive. In 2011, in Philadelphia alone, courts sent bills on
unpaid debts dating back to the 1970s to more than 320,000
people — roughly 1 in 5 city residents. The median debt was
around $4,500. And in New York City, there are 1.2 million
outstanding warrants, many for unpaid court fines and fees
(Shapiro, 2014).

For many courts, this has exacerbated the collections problem and even resulted in
charges that courts are running “debtors prisons” for those incarcerated for nonpayment
of fines and fees. Nonetheless, it is instructive for present purposes to look at the
collection rate experiences of other courts for comparison purposes.
Virginia
According to recent information collection rates have generally gone up in the
Virginia courts.
Overall, Virginia courts collected 59 percent of fines, fees and
assessments that totaled $429 million during the fiscal year
ended June 30, (2015) the Compensation Board reported.
That's up from 52 percent in fiscal year 2014, the low point in
a three-year slide from the old pattern of collection rates that
had ranged around 75 percent for most of the previous decade
(Ress, 2016).
Rates ranged from a low of 43 percent in Gloucester County to a high of
70 percent in Isle of Wight County.
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Pennsylvania
The overall collection rates for Pennsylvania’s courts are a bit higher
for 2014, the most recent available year. The statewide average is 76
percent. This ranges from a low of 62.7 percent in Venango County to a high
of 95.9 percent in Fulton County.
Brevard County, Florida
More detail is available by looking at a single jurisdiction. In Brevard
County, Florida the results for Fiscal Year 2013 were as follows for two
important limited jurisdiction case types. Criminal Traffic has a performance
standard for collections of 40 percent. Actual performance was 38.9 percent.
Civil Traffic has a performance standard of 90 percent. Actual performance
was slightly less at 80.25 percent.
Lockhart Municipal Court, Texas
Townsend found that the collection of monetary penalties was 59
percent for preliminary compliance and 65 percent for overall compliance in
2007. Those numbers rose to 62 percent and 84 percent respectively in 2008
after a collections improvement plan was put in place. So, the overall
compliance rate went up by 19 percent after new collection practices were put
in place (Townsend, 2012).
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Arizona Municipal and Justice Courts
In 2007, Dybas examined the collection practices of eight Arizona
limited jurisdiction courts. There were six Justice courts and two Municipal
courts in the study. The average preliminary compliance rate for the eight
courts was 69.7 percent.

The overall compliance rate was 70 percent,

ranging from a low of 60 to a high of 99 percent (Dybas, 2007).
As can be seen from these five examples, the range of court success in
collecting fines, fees and forfeitures is very wide (a low of 38.9 to a high of 99 percent).
However, there is also evidence from this small pool that thoughtful collection plans and
strategies can have a positive impact on collection rates. All of the aforementioned
literature is helpful in determining if the court can replicate these success stories or
should it diverge from them, creating its own. If diverging from them, the court must be
careful to do so ethically and legally.
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Methods
Two basic research techniques were used in this project: interviews with staff
and organizations involved with the collection process and criminal case analysis using
CourTools.
Method 1: Interviews
Court Staff Interviews in Five Ohio Municipal Courts
The first general research design deployed was a structured interview administered
to the employees of the Findlay Municipal Court. It was a “top down” approach intended
to determine the expectations of the various work groups pertaining to the collection of
fines and costs. This was done to determine if the court’s message is consistent at all
levels. The Judges, Court Director, Clerk of Courts, Deputy Clerks, Probation Officers,
Prosecutor and Public Defender were all surveyed, 15 people in total. This interview
format had the following questions that generally follow the templates discovered in the
literature review.


What do you believe is the expectation for a defendant to pay their fines and
costs once their case is adjudicated in the court?



Who is responsible for collecting fines and costs in the court?



How are fines and costs collected in the court? (what technology is used)



Where are fines and costs collected in the court?



Are any staff dedicated solely to collecting fines and costs?
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Is an application for extension of time to pay used? If so, is the information
provided verified?



Are any alternative enforcement options used (e.g., community service instead of
payment)?



What actions are taken for non-payment?



Is a collection agency used and at what point in the collection process?



Is the BMV registration block used?



Are warrants issued, and if so at what point in the process?

After completing the Findlay Municipal Court interviews, similar interviews were
conducted in the:


Lyndhurst Municipal Court,



Miamisburg Municipal Court,



Bryan Municipal Court, and,



Defiance Municipal Court.

This resulted in feedback from a total of five Ohio Municipal courts similar in size.
Attorney General’s Office Interview
This method was a structured interview with the Ohio State Attorney General’s
Office (AGO) posing the following questions:


What services can the Office provide to assist the court in collecting fines and
costs?



How do they recommend fines and costs get collected?
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Are there any other effective methods they are aware of that can assist in more
fines and costs collections?

The intention was to determine if there are any other ways to assist the collection of
fines and costs that the court may not be aware of.
Bench Card Designer Interview
An interview was held with Judge John T. Rohrs III of the Defiance Municipal
Court who created a “Bench Card” (see Appendix D) that is used by Ohio Judges
regarding the legal aspects of collecting fines and costs. He contributed to a team that
was created by the Ohio Supreme Court for the Bench Card process. The team was
assembled in reaction to an inquiry by the ACLU as part of a national program that Ohio
was condoning “debtor’s prisons”. Once the bench card was created and approved, it
was distributed to all presiding Judges in the state of Ohio for their use. The card
provides them with guidance as to what is permitted and non-permitted legally regarding
fines and costs collections.
Method 2: CourTools Applied to Selected Criminal Cases
Of the ten CourTools court performance surveys developed by the National
Center for State Courts, CourTools #7 addresses payments collected and distributed
within established timelines and expresses a percentage of total monetary penalties
ordered in specific cases. The focus of this performance measure is the extent to which
a court takes responsibility for the enforcement of orders requiring payment of monetary
penalties.
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CourTools # 7 has eight original data elements:
1 – Case number
2 – Date of the order of sentence
3 – Due date for final payment of the total monetary penalty
4 – Total monetary penalty in the case
5 – Amount of total monetary penalty received (collected) to date
6 – Total amount of restitution ordered in the case
7 – Amount received that is applied by the court to restitution
8 – Amount of restitution received that is disbursed to victims
The final research design deployed in the five participating courts used data
elements 1, 2, 4 and 5 to evaluate 20 various criminal cases from 2015. It was
determined that in 20 cases there is a broad enough cross section of fines and costs
structures adjudicated to serve as an adequate sample size. Elements 3, 6, 7 & 8 are
not applicable to the research since the due dates for final payments are too broad
among the participating courts and restitution is not a factor in the paper. Element 3 is
the due date for final payment, while 6, 7 and 8 all record restitution which has no
bearing on this paper.
The relevant data elements of CourTools #7 for purposes of this project are:
1. Case number
2. Date of the order of the sentence
4. Total monetary penalty in the case
5. Amount of total monetary penalty received (collected) to date
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The data gathered was arrayed for each participating court so as to draw comparative
conclusions about how well each court is collecting. (see FIGURE 1 on page 32)
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Findings
Method 1: Interviews
Court Staff Interviews
The findings shown here are a compilation of the court staff interviewed in all five
courts.


What do you believe is the expectation for a defendant to pay their fines
and costs once their case is adjudicated in our court?
For all surveyed staff, the general answer given was that the defendant must pay
immediately. There was some give and take based on the ability to pay, but by
all appearances, defendants were expected to pay immediately.



Who is responsible for collecting fines and costs in the court?
The majority answered that it lies within the Clerk’s Office and Deputy Clerks to
make the collection effort. It was found that there was a large disparity in that
Defiance and Bryan Municipal Court address collection efforts directly from the
Judge’s bench. Those two courts utilize a written payment agreement (see
Appendix A) and a “Pay or Appear” warning card (see Appendix B) informing the
defendant what penalties they could face should they not conform to their
agreement.



How are fines and costs collected in the court?
The answers to this question revealed a wide variety of methods. Some courts
use the Ohio Attorney General’s Office, some use a collection agency. Others
collected by only check, Visa or Mastercard. Some would accept payment by
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phone, and yet others even went so far as to have a drive up window installed,
accepting every payment form including Apple Pay.


Where are fines and costs collected?
This question became irrelevant as all courts surveyed collect in the Clerk’s
Office. After asking the question, it became apparent it has no bearing on this
project.



Are any staff dedicated solely to collecting fines and costs?
Two of the courts focus primarily on the Presiding Judge as the debt collector.
One court deployed Probation Staff to perform “Fines and Costs Hearings”.
Three of them use a third party collection agency and two use the Ohio Attorney
General’s Office.



Is an application for extension of time to pay used? If so, is the information
provided verified?
Only two of the courts surveyed utilize an application (see Appendix A). None of
the courts verify the information provided by the defendant on the forms.



Are any alternative enforcement options used?
Two of the courts use community service as a form of payment on fines only, not
court costs. Several utilize a vehicle registration block on the defendant through
the Bureau of Motor Vehicles and one uses the license forfeiture as allowed by
the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.



What actions are taken for non-payment?
During the interviews, it became clear that courts in Ohio are somewhat bashful
in taking action to collect. Recently, the ALCU challenged the Ohio Supreme
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Court and more specifically Defiance Municipal Court indicating they believed
these courts instituted “debtor’s prisons” by threatening defendants with
incarceration for failure to pay.


Is the BMV registration block used?
Most of the courts interviewed do use the block and recognize it as an effective
tool. One court felt they did not have adequate staffing to submit the block
requests to the Bureau of Motor Vehicles.



Are warrants issued, and if so at what point in the process?
The answer to this question varied by court and the belief of the Judge. All of the
courts use the above mentioned bench card.

It was widely understood that

warrants can issue for unpaid fines, but not court costs. Those courts that use a
written payment agreement (see Appendix A) issued warrants once the
defendant failed to abide by the document. All courts issued warrants for failing
to appear for a fines and costs hearing, and some issued them for a general lack
of payment.

Attorney General’s Office Interview
The Attorney General’s Office provided the following answers to questions about their
role and resources in the collections process.


What services can the Office provide to assist the court in collecting
fines and costs?
o By written agreement, the Attorney General’s Office (AGO) will
become a third party collection agency.
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o Due to a change in Ohio Revised Code 131.02 (see Appendix F), the
AGO can collect debt for courts.
o All debt must be final with a minimum principal amount of $100.00
o The AGO can collect Civil court costs, criminal court costs so long as
the defendant is not incarcerated on the date the debt is certified.
o The debt must be declared final with no chance of appeal or no future
changes to the amount of debt sent to the AGO for collection
purposes.
o Debt would be worked for up to 150 days, unless the debtor has made
payment arrangements they are abiding by.
o The AGO would assess a 10% fee to the debtor which is taken from
each payment made on the account.
o If social security numbers are provided to the AGO, the debt would
become subject to state income tax capture, lottery winning offset, and
racing winnings offset.


How do they recommend fines and costs get collected?
o The answer lies in the Attorney General’s Office Collection unit, other
third party collectors, hearings, and use of the state of Ohio bench card
(see Appendix D) for enforcement.



Are there any other effective methods they are aware of that can assist
in more fines and costs collections?
o None were offered.
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Bench Card Designer Interview
The interview with Judge Rohrs of the Defiance Municipal Court provided the
most information of the whole process. Judge Rohrs co-authored the Supreme
Court of Ohio bench card (see Appendix D) in 2012 for the collection of fines and
court costs.

He indicated the card was a needed reaction to former ACLU

accusations that Ohio was deploying “debtor’s prisons”. He noted that federal law
recognizes court costs as a lawful part of punishment and cannot be discharged.
The Ohio Supreme Court decided the matter cannot be punished as “civil in
nature”. Judge Rohrs instituted the following practices in Defiance Municipal
Court:


The Judge makes all payment plans with the defendant on the
record. He decides if payments will be made weekly or monthly
and the amount to be paid. He decides if he wishes to reduce the
payment or garnish wages.



The Judge handles all collections. The defendant is granted a one
week continuance to pay in full, then must appear before the Judge
again for further action if they fail to fulfill the obligation.



The defendant is charged an additional $10.00 fee to be placed on
the payment plan.



Community service is permitted to be used at a rate of $50.00
credit per 8 hour day.



A registration block and license forfeiture is made after 30 days of
no payment.
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Method 2: CourTools Applied to Selected Criminal Cases
Once the data was collected from the relevant Courtools # 7 elements (1, 2, 4 and
5), it was found that the courts utilizing the payment agreement and the pay or
appear notice were most effective in collections. The spreadsheets in Appendix G
indicate the data collected in each court. It became very apparent that the courts
who demanded payment from the bench and spoke the same language throughout
the court staff were the most effective in collection. Figure 2 shows the average
collection rate of the cases researched in each court as well as the average for all
five courts.
Figure 2. Average Collection Rate of Interviewed Courts
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Conclusions and Recommendations
The court Interview Survey made it clear that personnel need to be dedicated to
collecting fines and costs, there needs to be definite expectation with regard to the
dates by which fines and costs need to be collected and an application used if an
extension of time to pay is needed. Further, alternative enforcement options should be
explored as well as the use of vehicle registration blocks and warrants for failure to
appear for hearing. The use of CourTools #7 indicated which courts collected at a
better rate which then translated to looking further at their collection methods. The
interview with the Ohio Attorney General’s Office opened yet another unused option for
the court to legally collect. Lastly, the interview with Judge Rohrs shed much light on
why the collection of fines and costs is a delicate procedure and the reasoning behind
ensuring the collection is legal in nature to protect the citizens.
The findings presented in this research paper indicate that there are limited
options legally and realistically. Legally, the court is bound by how fines and costs can
be collected. Realistically, the court is bound by several factors such as the defendant’s
ability to pay, what message is provided to them upon conviction and what follow up on
the debt is done post-conviction.

The following conclusions and recommendations
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appear to be the most efficient and complete way to collect outstanding fines and costs
in a Municipal court in Ohio.

Conclusion 1: At sentencing, payment expectations are not always clearly
communicated.
It is imperative that the defendant be addressed at sentencing and told the expectation
of the court as to payment. The Judge is viewed as “the last bastion of sanity” and
therefore what he states on the record stands as his final decision. If the defendant is
told that the monetary penalties of the case are due at time of sentencing, the
foundation gets laid for the future.
Recommendation 1: The court must adopt a forward speaking attitude with
defendants.
The Judge should address the defendant at sentencing, informing them that the
expectation of the court is that their debt to society is due in full that day. Any variance
from the policy must be communicated to the defendant with a clear set of guidelines as
to what and how it will be handled should they not be able to do so. Those guidelines
should include the following instructions:


On date of adjudication, all fines and costs are due.



Should the defendant not be able to pay in full, they may request from the Judge
to enter into a written payment agreement that is on the record.
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If a defendant does not pay in full within 30 days, a status conference with a
Magistrate will be held to see why it is unpaid as agreed upon.

A license

forfeiture and registration block would be issued at this time.


If after 90 days the debt is not settled, the cases(s) would be referred to the Ohio
Attorney General’s Office for collection efforts for 150 days.



If after that period there still remains debt, those case(s) would be forwarded to a
private third party collection agency for an additional 150 days.



If after that period of time there still remains debt, the defendant would be
brought before the Judge for a status conference.

Conclusion 2: The message given by the court Staff to defendants is currently
inconsistent.
During the research, different accounts were given of how the court addresses
defendants about their outstanding debt. Judges gave a different rendition of court
policy from that of the Clerk of Courts, Deputy Clerks, Attorneys, and Probation Officers.
Recommendation 2: All court Staff needs to convey the same message
throughout the collection process.
Once an established guideline is determined, all staff needs to be able to convey the
message in the same manner, all the time to the defendant.

No variation of the

guideline should be made except by the Judge or a single designee.
Conclusion 3:

The court does not always follow the permitted methods of

collecting fines and costs as prescribed by the Ohio State Supreme Court.
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The bench card that was created by Judge Rohrs defines the difference between the
two:
“Fines are separate from court costs. Court costs, restitution and fees are
civil, not criminal, obligations and may be collected only by the methods
provided for the collection of civil judgments. Sole authority exists under
R.C. 2947.14 for a court or magistrate to commit an offender to jail for
nonpayment of fines in a criminal case. An offender cannot be held in
contempt of court for refusal to pay fines. Accordingly, unpaid fines and/or
court costs may neither be a condition of probation, nor grounds for an
extension or violation of probation.” (see Appendix D)
Recommendation 3: The bench card should be referenced to at all times
when collecting fines and costs.
The card is clear and easy to follow. All court staff should be copied on the card so that
they have a full understanding of the legal aspect of the collection process.
Conclusion 4: Instituting a third party collection agency assists the court.
Throughout the research, it was found that the courts who employ a third party
collection agency realize a better return. The return begins to diminish the longer the
case is out from the adjudication date.
Recommendation 4: Cases should be sent to a third party collection
agency.
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This process has multiple layers. First, once the defendant has failed to abide by the
court’s guidelines at 90 days from adjudication, the case should first be sent to the Ohio
Attorney General’s Office for collection efforts for the next 150 days. The defendant
would realize a 10% additional collection fee. Any remaining balance from the 150 days
would be forwarded to a private contracted vendor for an additional 150 days at a 30%
additional collection fee. This system gives the defendant the opportunity to pay at a
lower rate with the AGO, possibly inspiring them to pay early.
Conclusion 5: Fines and Costs collection does not always have dedicated staff.
Simply put, Defiance and Bryan Municipal Courts have a better rate of collection due in
large part to the personal contact with defendants and Judges. Findlay, Lyndhurst and
Miamisburg have larger caseloads and it may be impractical for the Judges to have
such contact in length.
Recommendation 5: Dedicate staff to the collection of fines and costs.
Whether it is a Judge, a Magistrate, or simply a Clerk who is a book keeper, it seems to
make sense that having the collection effort centralized would stop any confusing
messages the defendant may receive during the process. This individual would be
solely responsible for ensuring the tracking of the defendants and their payments is
taken care for the court.
Conclusion 6: Accountability documents work when given to the defendant
instead of oral instructions.
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Another part of Defiance and Bryan’s success is the constant barrage of accountability
documents they deploy upon the defendant. If a policy is handed down orally, the
problem starts there. All steps in the process need to be spelled out in writing.
Recommendation 6: Institute the Payment Agreement and Pay or Appear
notice.
Instead of re-inventing the wheel, it is the writer’s obligation to inform the reader that the
Defiance Municipal Court documents cover the need.

These should be instituted

immediately and addressed at the time of conviction.

The documents located in

Appendix A and B keep the financial obligation at the forefront of the defendant.
Conclusion 7: It is not in the best interest of the court and community to use
“alternative” pay options.
The use of community service and amnesty days does not on the face of it appear to
actually appease the court or its community. The defendant is assessed a financial
penalty for their indifference to the law and therefore should be held accountable pay
such.
Recommendation 7: The court should not use Community service or
amnesty days as a form of payment.
Conclusion 8: The court is not always open to accept all forms of payment
available today. Findlay limits itself to in person payments by cash, check, Mastercard
and Visa only. Those courts that open all acceptable forms of payment appear to
perform at a higher rate of collections.
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Recommendation 8: Explore and deploy any and all possible ways for
defendants to make payment.
The court must make the acceptance of fines and costs payments as convenient as
possible.


Accept all forms of payment: Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express,
Apple Pay, cash, check, etc.



Accept all forms of payment in person, by phone, by mail, by fax, by electronic
means.



Make accessible to the defendant credit card machines for their use.



Make accessible to the defendant an alternate payment center for after-hours
payments other than internet use. Possibly at the Family Center (an established
central clearing house in the City of Findlay for indigent persons) or a kiosk that
they could have availability to 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

The banking industry has moved to ATM use and so should the court in some fashion.
Conclusion 9: Not one of the above conclusions and recommendations should
stand alone as a responsible form of collection.
Recommendation 9: The court should create a collection plan authored by
all the relevant actors in the collection process.
The major lesson from the courts described in the literature review is that collections
improve when the court focuses on the process by creating, executing and monitoring a
strategy for the collection process.
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Appendix B. Defiance Municipal Court Pay or Appear Notice
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Appendix C. Attorney General Debt Collection
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Appendix E. Ohio Revised Code 2947.14

2947.14 Hearing on ability to pay fine.
(A) If a fine is imposed as a sentence or a part of a sentence, the court or magistrate that
imposed the fine may order that the offender be committed to the jail or workhouse until the fine
is paid or secured to be paid, or the offender is otherwise legally discharged, if the court or
magistrate determines at a hearing that the offender is able, at that time, to pay the fine but
refuses to do so. The hearing required by this section shall be conducted at the time of
sentencing.
(B) At the hearing, the offender has the right to be represented by counsel and to testify and
present evidence as to the offender's ability to pay the fine. If a court or magistrate determines
after considering the evidence presented by an offender, that the offender is able to pay a fine,
the determination shall be supported by findings of fact set forth in a judgment entry that
indicate the offender's income, assets, and debts, as presented by the offender, and the
offender's ability to pay.
(C) If the court or magistrate has found the offender able to pay a fine at a hearing conducted in
compliance with divisions (A) and (B) of this section, and the offender fails to pay the fine, a
warrant may be issued for the arrest of the offender. Any offender held in custody pursuant to
such an arrest shall be entitled to a hearing on the first regularly scheduled court day following
the date of arrest in order to inform the court or magistrate of any change of circumstances that
has occurred since the time of sentencing and that affects the offender's ability to pay the fine.
The right to the hearing on any change of circumstances may be waived by the offender.
At the hearing to determine any change of circumstances, the offender has the right to testify
and present evidence as to any portion of the offender's income, assets, or debts that has
changed in such a manner as to affect the offender's ability to pay the fine. If a court or
magistrate determines, after considering any evidence presented by the offender, that the
offender remains able to pay the fine, that determination shall be supported by a judgment entry
that includes findings of fact upon which such a determination is based.
(D) No person shall be ordered to be committed to a jail or workhouse or otherwise be held in
custody in satisfaction of a fine imposed as the whole or a part of a sentence except as provided
in this section. Any person imprisoned pursuant to this section shall receive credit upon the fine
at the rate of fifty dollars per day or fraction of a day. If the unpaid fine is less than fifty dollars,
the person shall be imprisoned one day.
(E) No commitment pursuant to this section shall exceed six months.
Effective Date: 09-06-2002
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Appendix F. Ohio Revised Code 131.02

131.02 Collecting amounts due to state.
(A) Except as otherwise provided in section 4123.37, section 5703.061, and division (K) of
section 4123.511 of the Revised Code, whenever any amount is payable to the state, the officer,
employee, or agent responsible for administering the law under which the amount is payable
shall immediately proceed to collect the amount or cause the amount to be collected and shall
pay the amount into the state treasury or into the appropriate custodial fund in the manner set
forth pursuant to section 113.08 of the Revised Code. Except as otherwise provided in this
division, if the amount is not paid within forty-five days after payment is due, the officer,
employee, or agent shall certify the amount due to the attorney general, in the form and manner
prescribed by the attorney general, and notify the director of budget and management thereof.
In the case of an amount payable by a student enrolled in a state institution of higher education,
the amount shall be certified within the later of forty-five days after the amount is due or the
tenth day after the beginning of the next academic semester, quarter, or other session following
the session for which the payment is payable. The attorney general may assess the collection
cost to the amount certified in such manner and amount as prescribed by the attorney general.
If an amount payable to a political subdivision is past due, the political subdivision may, with the
approval of the attorney general, certify the amount to the attorney general pursuant to this
section.
For the purposes of this section, the attorney general and the officer, employee, or agent
responsible for administering the law under which the amount is payable shall agree on the time
a payment is due, and that agreed upon time shall be one of the following times:
(1) If a law, including an administrative rule, of this state prescribes the time a payment is
required to be made or reported, when the payment is required by that law to be paid or
reported.
(2) If the payment is for services rendered, when the rendering of the services is completed.
(3) If the payment is reimbursement for a loss, when the loss is incurred.
(4) In the case of a fine or penalty for which a law or administrative rule does not prescribe a
time for payment, when the fine or penalty is first assessed.
(5) If the payment arises from a legal finding, judgment, or adjudication order, when the finding,
judgment, or order is rendered or issued.
(6) If the payment arises from an overpayment of money by the state to another person, when
the overpayment is discovered.
(7) The date on which the amount for which an individual is personally liable under section
5735.35, section 5739.33, or division (G) of section 5747.07 of the Revised Code is determined.
(8) Upon proof of claim being filed in a bankruptcy case.
(9) Any other appropriate time determined by the attorney general and the officer, employee, or
agent responsible for administering the law under which the amount is payable on the basis of
statutory requirements or ordinary business processes of the state agency to which the payment
is owed.
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(B)
(1) The attorney general shall give immediate notice by mail or otherwise to the party indebted
of the nature and amount of the indebtedness.
(2) If the amount payable to this state arises from a tax levied under Chapter 5733., 5739.,
5741., 5747., or 5751. of the Revised Code, the notice also shall specify all of the following:
(a) The assessment or case number;
(b) The tax pursuant to which the assessment is made;
(c) The reason for the liability, including, if applicable, that a penalty or interest is due;
(d) An explanation of how and when interest will be added to the amount assessed;
(e) That the attorney general and tax commissioner, acting together, have the authority, but are
not required, to compromise the claim and accept payment over a reasonable time, if such
actions are in the best interest of the state.
(C) The attorney general shall collect the claim or secure a judgment and issue an execution for
its collection.
(D) Each claim shall bear interest, from the day on which the claim became due, at the rate per
annum required by section 5703.47 of the Revised Code.
(E) The attorney general and the chief officer of the agency reporting a claim, acting together,
may do any of the following if such action is in the best interests of the state:
(1) Compromise the claim;
(2) Extend for a reasonable period the time for payment of the claim by agreeing to accept
monthly or other periodic payments. The agreement may require security for payment of the
claim.
(3) Add fees to recover the cost of processing checks or other draft instruments returned for
insufficient funds and the cost of providing electronic payment options.
(F)
(1) Except as provided in division (F)(2) of this section, if the attorney general finds, after
investigation, that any claim due and owing to the state is uncollectible, the attorney general,
with the consent of the chief officer of the agency reporting the claim, may do the following:
(a) Sell, convey, or otherwise transfer the claim to one or more private entities for collection;
(b) Cancel the claim or cause it to be canceled.
(2) The attorney general shall cancel or cause to be canceled an unsatisfied claim on the date
that is forty years after the date the claim is certified.
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(3) No initial action shall be commenced to collect any tax payable to the state that is
administered by the tax commissioner, whether or not such tax is subject to division (B) of this
section, or any penalty, interest, or additional charge on such tax, after the expiration of the
period ending on the later of the dates specified in divisions (F)(3)(a) and (b) of this section,
provided that such period shall be extended by the period of any stay to such collection or by
any other period to which the parties mutually agree. If the initial action in aid of execution is
commenced before the later of the dates specified in divisions (F)(3)(a) and (b) of this section,
any and all subsequent actions may be pursued in aid of execution of judgment for as long as
the debt exists.
(a) Seven years after the assessment of the tax, penalty, interest, or additional charge is issued.
(b) Four years after the assessment of the tax, penalty, interest, or additional charge becomes
final. For the purposes of division (F)(3)(b) of this section, the assessment becomes final at the
latest of the following: upon expiration of the period to petition for reassessment, or if
applicable, to appeal a final determination of the commissioner or decision of the board of tax
appeals or a court, or, if applicable, upon decision of the United States supreme court.
For the purposes of division (F)(3) of this section, an initial action to collect a tax debt is
commenced at the time when any action, including any action in aid of execution on a judgment,
commences after a certified copy of the tax commissioner's entry making an assessment final
has been filed in the office of the clerk of court of common pleas in the county in which the
taxpayer resides or has its principal place of business in this state, or in the office of the clerk of
court of common pleas of Franklin county, as provided in section 5739.13, 5741.14, 5747.13, or
5751.09 of the Revised Code or in any other applicable law requiring such a filing. If an
assessment has not been issued and there is no time limitation on the issuance of an assessment
under applicable law, an action to collect a tax debt commences when the action is filed in the
courts of this state to collect the liability.
(4) If information contained in a claim that is sold, conveyed, or transferred to a private entity
pursuant to this section is confidential pursuant to federal law or a section of the Revised Code
that implements a federal law governing confidentiality, such information remains subject to that
law during and following the sale, conveyance, or transfer.
Amended by 129th General AssemblyFile No.117, HB 508, §1, eff. 9/6/2012.

Amended by 129th General AssemblyFile No.28, HB 153, §101.01, eff. 9/29/2011.
Effective Date: 09-26-2003; 05-06-2005; 06-30-2005; 06-30-2006; 09-28-2006; 2006
HB699 03-29-2007; 2007 HB100 09-10-2007
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Appendix G. CourTools 7 Survey Results
(Twenty randomly selected cases in each of five courts.)

BRYAN MUNICIPAL COURT
Case Number
15CRB00002
15CRB00006
15CRB00013
15CRB00030
15CRB00053
15CRB00105
15CRB00153
15CRB00185
15CRB00209
15CRB00231
15TRD00001
15TRD00035
15TRD00080
15TRC00185
15TRC00273
15TRD00316
15TRD00321
15TRD00352
15TRD00382
15TRD00413
Total

Finding
02/03/2015
03/27/2015
03/13/2015
04/07/2015
04/02/2015
03/26/2015
08/12/2015
04/08/2015
03/17/2015
06/19/2015
01/08/2015
02/04/2015
01/13/2015
05/18/2015
02/25/2015
02/16/2015
02/06/2015
02/05/2015
03/26/2015
02/19/2015

Total Due
$205.00
$967.60
$440.00
$394.00
$364.00
$114.00
$309.00
$340.00
$368.75
$602.00
$125.00
$130.00
$353.50
$744.00
$739.00
$546.25
$206.25
$125.00
$399.00
$128.50
$7,600.85
Collect Rate

Amount Paid
$0.00
$769.60
$440.00
$350.00
$364.00
$114.00
$0.00
$340.00
$0.00
$257.00
$125.00
$125.00
$353.50
$744.00
$739.00
$0.00
$100.00
$125.00
$0.00
$128.50
$5,074.60
66.76%
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DEFIANCE MUNICIPAL
COURT
Case Number
15TRC09560
14CRB00606
14CRB00302
14TRD01033
15CRB00838
15TRD04602
15TRC03376
15CRB00452
15TRC04082
15TRD04984
13TRD03490
15TRD03781
14TRD05624
15TRC01110
15CRB00721
15TRD01408
15TRD03046
14TRD02361
14TRD04527
15CRB00308
Total

Finding
07/01/2015
06/13/2014
03/21/2014
05/27/2014
11/10/2015
10/19/2015
10/14/2015
06/26/2015
11/24/2015
11/13/2015
07/30/2015
09/01/2015
12/15/2014
05/13/2015
10/20/2015
02/11/2015
07/10/2015
06/06/2014
10/10/2014
05/27/2015

Total Due
$527.00
$335.00
$167.20
$161.85
$89.50
$134.00
$362.00
$133.50
$482.00
$204.00
$118.50
$130.00
$219.00
$389.50
$314.00
$494.00
$356.20
$354.00
$209.00
$358.50
$5,538.75
Collect Rate

Amount Paid
$527.00
$335.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$134.00
$362.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$83.50
$130.00
$175.00
$0.00
$0.00
$494.00
$0.00
$272.00
$0.00
$250.00
$2,762.50
49.88%
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LYNDHURST MUNICIPAL
COURT
Case Number
15CRB00637
15CRB00587
14CRB00823
15CRB00671
15CRB00763
15CRB00382
15CRB00973
15CRB00297
15CRB00302
15CRB00993
14CRB01048
15CRB00516
15CRB00542
15CRB00711
15CRB00284
15CRB00525
15CRB00599
15CRB00215
15CRB00692
15CRB00847
Total

Finding
07/27/2015
11/23/2015
12/19/2014
11/18/2015
08/27/2015
05/20/2015
11/02/2015
07/27/2015
04/28/2015
11/23/2015
12/10/2014
11/17/2015
06/30/2015
08/17/2015
04/14/2015
11/18/2015
07/22/2015
09/16/2015
08/12/2015
09/21/2015

Total Due
$641.00
$436.00
$457.00
$446.00
$391.00
$566.00
$391.00
$301.00
$891.00
$396.00
$231.00
$591.00
$416.00
$401.00
$702.00
$346.00
$416.00
$571.00
$566.00
$391.00
$9,547.00
Collect Rate

Amount Paid
$0.00
$100.00
$400.00
$50.00
$0.00
$0.00
$100.00
$25.00
$0.00
$296.00
$125.00
$516.00
$391.00
$381.00
$352.99
$281.00
$391.00
$275.00
$375.00
$231.00
$4,289.99
44.94%
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FINDLAY MUNICIPAL COURT
Case Number
15CRB00010
15CRB00101
15CRB00200
15CRB00300
15CRB00402
15CRB00501
15CRB00599
15CRB00700
15CRB00801
15CRB01000
15TRC00100
15TRC00539
15TRC01109
15TRC02675
15TRC06069
15TRD00010
15TRD02000
15TRD04000
15TRD05000
15TRD07000
Total

Finding
01/05/2015
01/28/2015
06/10/2015
10/13/2015
10/28/2015
05/20/2015
11/18/2015
06/17/2015
06/17/2015
08/26/2015
06/09/2015
04/28/2015
09/08/2015
09/09/2015
08/13/2015
01/21/2015
03/02/2015
05/07/2015
06/11/2015
07/17/2015

Total Due
$135.00
$1,341.60
$539.20
$399.00
$641.00
$1,418.65
$160.50
$294.00
$115.00
$299.00
$612.00
$518.00
$786.00
$618.00
$1,070.00
$125.00
$155.00
$125.00
$707.20
$125.00
$10,184.15
Collect Rate

Amount Paid
$135.00
$0.00
$40.00
$399.00
$0.00
$0.00
$160.50
$0.00
$115.00
$299.00
$0.00
$518.00
$786.00
$0.00
$1,070.00
$125.00
$155.00
$125.00
$0.00
$125.00
$4,052.50
39.79%
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MIAMISBURG MUNICIPAL
COURT
Case Number
15CRB00884
15CRB01108
15CRB01299
15CRB01529
15CRB01534
14TRD05679
15TRD00856
15TRD01099
15TRD01146
15TRD01857
15TRD01991
15TRC03639
15TRD04092
11TRC00001
15TRD04130
14CRB00002
14CRB00003
14CRB00006
13CRB00006
15TRD04277
Total

Finding
10/12/2015
10/12/2015
10/12/2015
10/12/2015
10/12/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
10/26/2015
01/20/2011
10/26/2015
02/13/2014
10/22/2015
06/23/2014
03/21/2013
10/26/2015

Total Due
$245.00
$355.00
$380.00
$450.00
$228.00
$540.00
$640.00
$365.00
$420.00
$325.00
$278.00
$370.00
$250.00
$1,397.55
$250.00
$508.00
$310.00
$698.00
$525.00
$415.00
$8,949.55
Collect Rate

Amount Paid
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$228.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$325.00
$0.00
$0.00
$50.00
$0.00
$0.00
$103.00
$0.00
$303.00
$525.00
$0.00
$1,534.00
17.14%

